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The Flight of JP137....The Last Few Yards.....

The  images  below  show  the  possible  attitudes  of  JP137,  during  the  last  few
seconds of the flight...

Of course, we shall never know for certain exactly what occurred during those last
moments,  but  the  positions  indicated  do  attempt  to  explain  some  of  the  apparent
anomalies of the damage shown in the Civil Defence photos of the wreckage of JP137...

The  photo  below was  taken  from behind  Meadow Court,  looking  back  towards
Malvern Rd. It shows the wide debris field left by the crashing aircraft in the foreground....

...and yet, the highlighted area shows the telegraph pole behind no.4 Malvern Rd - in line
with the debris field - still intact? As is the chimney behind the crushed gable end of no.13
Malvern Rd?  (The close up below shows those same features in more detail)..



For those items to have survived intact, it seems that the aircraft, already rapidly running
out of 'lift' on the port wing, probably struck the roof of no.13 at an angle, as suggested in
the image below..

JP137 strikes the gable end of no.13 Malvern Rd

As it continued on its final trajectory, it passed the telegraph pole in an almost vertical
position...

A vertical JP137 passes the telegraph pole behind no.4 Malvern Rd



As the aircraft continued on its inevitable trajectory, it was probably fully inverted as it hit
the ground...

A fully inverted JP137 hits the ground

...it then continued along the ground behind the flats, towards the cottages...

 JP137 continued its path along the ground



Where it finally came to rest behind the cottages....

The final resting place, viewed by turning round 180 degrees from the images above

The tail wheel and the port tailplane both survived the impact, suggesting that they never
actually hit the ground. The fragile structure of the tailplane especially seems to confirm
that.

So  the  'mysteries'  of  the  surviving  chimney,  the  telegraph  pole,  and  the  aircraft  port
tailplane and rudder are all explained by this sequence of events.

It may seem a little strange to imagine a huge bomber actually 'turning turtle' in the air like
a small aircraft might, but the laws of physics still apply, and in an extreme situation like
this - where all the 'wrong' factors came together - it appears that this kind of dramatic
result is entirely possible.

We can of course never know now the exact details of those final moments........
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